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'

AUTHORITY.

~a.
'i

Directive. Letter, ATDEV-6 452. 1, Headquarters,
USCONARC, 13 January 1961, subject: "Evaluation of the JH-13K.

b. Purpose. To conduct an evaluation of the Bell Model
47G-3B during operation at high elevations to determine whether this
helicopter warrants further Army interest.
2.

BACKGROUND.

a. By agreement between Bell Helicopter Corporation and
the Army, the last two helicopters of the FY 60 H-13H production were
to have been equipped with Franklin- 6YS-335 turbosupercharged engines
in lieu of the standard Lycoming VO-435 engine. In addition, both
helicopters we re to have been modified to increase the rotor diameter
two feet, and to increase the fuselage length 14 inches. These helicopters %wreto have been designated JH-13K's, and one was to have
been delivered to this Board for evaluation as directed above. However,
a slightly modified commercial 47G-3 helicopter, equipped with the
Franklin 6VS-335 engine, was delivered instead.
b. Since current H-13( ) helicopters utilize Lycoming engines,
arrangements were made to evaluate a Bell Helicopter Company Lycomingpowered 47G-3B during the conduct of high-altitude test at Fort Carson,
Colorado, during early August 1961.
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ATBG-SEC AVN 2461.1/62
SUBJECT: Project No. AVN 2461. 1/62, "High Altitude Evaluation
of the Bell 47G-3B Helicopter"

3.

DESCRIPTION OF MATERIEL.

The 47G-3B is a product

improvement of the 47G-3 with a certificated gross weight of 2850
pounds.
a. The 47G-3B differs from the H-13H in the following significant respects:
(1) The power-plant installation for the 47G-3B helicopter
is a Lycoming TVO-435. The engine is equipped with a Marvel Schebler
MA-6 Carburetor, and an Air Research Model T-1108 turbosupercharger.
This engine is rated at 260 horsepower for two minutes and 220 maximum
continuous horsepower, as compared to the 250-horsepower VO-435
engine derated to 200 horsepower installed in current H-13H's.
(2) The supercharger used in the 47G-3B is a typical turbo
type. A pressure-temperature sensing device located in the intake manifold actuates a "waste gate" controlling the volume of exhaust gas to the
turbosupercharger.
This then prevents overboost of the engine and provides sea-level horsepower up to the critical altitude of 15,000 feet.
(3) The center frame is 14 inches longer than that of the
H- 13H. The configuration has provisions for the installation of the following power plants:
,a) Lycoming Model VO-435 (H-13H Engine)
(b) Lycoming Model TVO-435
(c)

Lycoming Model VO-540

(d) Franklin Model 6VS-335 (H-13k Engine)
(4) The main rotor diameter has been increased two feet
to 37. 125 feet.
(5) The following minor modifications have also been incorporated in the 47G-3B:
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(a) The static stop in the main rotor system has been
dynamic flap-restrainers to prevent
centrifugally-actuated
by
replaced
excessive blade flapping at low rptor speeds.
(b) The transmission has been modified to improve
lubrication.
(c) The antitorque rotor pitch-change links and pitchchange horns have been modified to provide increased pitch to the
tail-rotor blades.
(d) Straight landing gear cross tubes are used in lieu
of the curvedtabes in the H-13H. The skid tube-wall thickness has
been increased and the length shortened nine inches forward of the front
cross tube to meet FAA structural requirements.
(e) The cyclic control has a variable, spring-loaded
pressure plate at its base which allows it to be pre-positioned. Thus
it is similar to a trim device. The pressure is such that when the cyclic
pressure forces are Ight, the helicopter can be flown "hands off. "
(f) An electric boost fuel pump is provided in addition
to the engine-driven fuel pump. A light is mounted on the instrument
panel to indicate failure of the electrically-driven boost fuel pump.
(g) The bubble and doors are blue-tinted plexiglass.
The doors incorporate sliding windows.
(h) Two electric fans have been installed in the cockpit.
b. The 47G-3B Helicopter as tested was provided with the
following equipment:
(1) A cargo sling kit of 1000-pound capacity.
(2)

A rotor brake.

(3)

Two external litters.
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4.

TESTS.

The Bell 47G-3B was picked up at Bell Helicopter

Company plant in Fort Worth, Texas, by Army Aviation Board pilots

and flown to Fort Carson, Colorado, for high altitude test.

These

tests were conducted during the period 1 August to 7 August 1961.
Tests were oriented primarily toward determining the high altitude
operational capabili.ty of the helicopter.
a.

Physical Characteristics.
(1)

We'ght Comp_r'.sgn.

.- ): The manucturer reports the following with
respect to the weight differential between an H-13H and the 47G-3B:
"The empty weight of the H-13H is 1777 pounds and the 47G-3B when
equipped with communication equipment, heavy duty battery, first
aid kit, shoulder harness, night flying kit, heavy duty ignition harness,
electrical wiring, etc. , comparable to that in the Model H-13H is 1913
pounds."
(b) Based on the above the following weights have been
computed:
H- 13H
Basic* (lb.)

47G-3B

1779

1915

2.

Allowable gross (lb.) Z450

2850

3.

Useful load (lb.)

671

935

Includes trapped fuel and oil.

(2) Cockpit Configuration.
(a) As compared to an H-13H, the glare and heat have
been reduced by using the tinted plexiglass bubble and doors. Ventilation and defogging were improved by the use of the electric fans and the
sliding windows.
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(b) The boost-fuel-pump amber warning light, mounted
low on the left side of the inetrumert panel, is not readily visible to
either pilot or coF'lot.
b.

General Characteristics.

,11 Starti.ng. Starting was normal at density altitudes
of 1,000 feet to 11,000 feet.
(Z) Hovering Flight.
Ia) Hovering flight, in ground effect with an external
load at a gross weight of 2850 pounds, was conducted atop Pikes Peak
(14,110 feet m. s. 1.) at a density altitude of approximately 15,000 feet
under light and variable wind conditions. The helicopter was hovered,
under the same atmospheric conditions, out of ground effect above
Pikes Peak at a gross weight cf 2505 pounds.
1b Hovering flight of the 47G-3B at a gross weight of
2850 pounds with external loads .., nd out of ground effect was conducted at Butts AAF, Fort Ca.rs' n, Colorado, at a density altitude of
approximately 9,000 feet. As a .:nparison, H-13H helicopters operating in the same area were ux,.bl , with full throttle, to hover in ground
effect at a gross weight cof aq)I o
atcly 2400 pounds.
(3)

Takeoffs adl Lz'-_re.-i

(a) Normal tak ff
.Ai landings were readily
accompl'shed. In comparison v..th ' ie 41-13H the 47G-3B had a faster
rate of cl.mb and a sicwer rat
f , !scent at comparable indicated
airspeeds.
1b) Con'troi response was comparable with that of the
H-13H during takeoffs and landings. However, throttle correlation in
the 47G-3B was not good. This was attributed partially to the reaction
of the trbcsupercharger and partially to throttle rigging. During tests,
no adjustments were rrvde to the throttle rigging to improve correlation.
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(4) Cruising Flight.

(a) The following indicated cruise speeds were considered normal at a gross weight of 2750 pounds and the density altitudes shown below:
Knots

Speed
M. P. H. *

Density Altitude (ft.)

69

80

1,000 - 4,500

61

70

4,500 - 10,000
10,000 - 15,000

50 - 60

43 - 52

(b) The helicopter, at a gross weight of approximately 2500 pounds, was flown at maximum permissible indicated
airspeeds as shown below,
Speed

*

Density Altitude (ft.)

M. P. H.*

Knots
91

105

61

7C

Sea level to 10,000
15,000

Airspeed indicator and flight handbook present data in miles per hour.
(5

Autorotative Descents and Landings.

(a' With the gross weight at 2500 pounds, autorotative landings were made at density altitudes up to 11,000 feet.
Performance of the 47G-3B was superior to that of the H-13H; this
was attributed to the larger rotor blades.
(b) Hovering autorotations were made at density altitudes from 6,900 to 11,000 feet, and engine stoppage resulted each time.
However, when the throttle was closed slowly, the engine idles satisfactorily at these altitudes. (It is understood that the manufacturer has
eliminated this problem.)
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(6) Slope Landings. Landings on slopes up to 1C degiees
were accomplished. There was no significant difference in performance of the H-13H and the 47G-3B.
(7) Turbulence. In-flight turbulence was encountered at
density altitudes varying from 7,000 to 15,300 feet. On several
occasions, retreating blade stall occurred. Control in blade stall was
positive and recovery easily effected by reducing airspeed. Overall
handling characteristics in turbulence were considered excellent.
(8) Vibrations. No excessive vibrations were found during
any phase of testing. Compared to the H-13H, the 47G-3B was a mruch
smoother helicopter in all regirnes of f Light reported above.
(9)

Engine Shut-Down.

Engine shut-down was normal.

(a) By decreasing blade droop at low rotor r. F. m.
the centrifugally-operated dynamic flap-z- strainers greatly reduced
hazards to personnel and reduced the possiblity of the main rotor
blade's striking the tailboom.
(b) The rotor brake decreased hazards to Fersonnel
and equipment by providing positive and -ap'd rotor decelera'ticn from
100 r.p.m. to zero r.p.m.
d.

Transition Training.

(1) Pilot. Transition t.-aining in the 47G-3B can be
accomplidhed by qualified H-13( ) pilots in approximately one hc.ur.
(2) Mechanic. No addtional training would be required
for H-13( ) qualified helicopter mechanics for airframe and airframe
dynamic component maintenance. A short period of on-the-job training would be sufficient for transition to the turbosupercharged engine.
e.

Tactical Suitability.

(1) The 47G-3B provides advantages over the H-13( ) in
performance of tactical missions by virtue of its increased payload and
excellent performance capabilitiel at density altitudes up to 15,OOC feet.
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(Z Using a cargo Fling, exte-n - !cads of 4W) pcunds
were flown without difficulty.
(3 The 47G-3B was examined to determine its potential
armament capabilities. This examinatic.n revealed that, frc ., a standpoint of configuration, weight-carrying capablity, and available
horsepower, the 47G-3B would accept th-s XM-. machine gun kit.
f. Deficiencies and Shortcorins. All deficiencies and
shortcomings reporte "r. Report of Tes , Proiec?: No. AVN 355,
"Service Test of YH-13H Hel'zot.er," Z4 Aogst 193E; Report ol Test,
Project No. AVN Z856, 'Test cf Producti..n Model H-13H Helicopter,"
May 1957; and Renr.(t o . Test, Pioject No. A-IN 196u, :*Evaluaticn of
Modified H-13H Helicopter,
:e eihe.h; nca ppl'.cable or have been
corrected in the 47G-3B. No deficiencies we3re encountered; however,
the following are considered shortco..nings -. .h... 47G-3B:
Suage s

Shortcoming
(I) The electric fuel-boost-urnl
warning light is not readily visible to either pilot or copilot.

Mo ve the warning '.ght tc a
position readily visible to the
Ft
and cop'lct.

(2) The throttle correlaticn is
poor.

r_.e
r

(3) Rapid throttle closure resulted in engine stoppage at high
density altitudes.

5.

d Ccrrectve Azticn

throttle correiation.

install a carburetor capable
cf preventing engine stoppage
when the thrott-!e is closed
:{.idiy.

DISCUSSION.

a. Since the Army no:mally -eraes "n stnispheric conditions well above those of sea level standard, the primary advantage
of a supercharged engine such as installed "n the 47G-3B Helicopter
is that the engine will develop sea-level horsepower at high altitudes.
A further advantage of the 47G-3B Heliccpter is its increased payload
and ability to carry this payload at high ele-:aions and density altitudes.
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of the; Be!! 470-3B Hel±::Ttir'
Under conditions such as wre experi~mr-ced at Fort Carson, the 470-3B
could be flown with tw: j;t
abo'ard and ar. external load of 400 pounds,
whereas the Army H- 13H cculd barely 'le f lown with on." a pilot aboard
and no cargo. Therefora, tho- 47G-3B nz-t only 1rovides more horsepower and payloAd capacity f,:r use in thle Army envjr(-nment, but would
be particularly auited fcr cpsrat.o'i -in are-as wheze high elevations a .e
habitually encountered.
b. Reference is made to paraglra-,h 4a(l) al.ove and the use2ful
load of the 47G-3B (935 pounds ;F
crn_-paed :,D the useful csA of the
H-13H (671 pounds):
(11 The i.nstalia:,t_'cn and VXZtincl'1 armamnet tthe XM-l
machine gun kit) on the H- i3H requi-red exceeding the allowable weigh~t
and horsepower limits; the 47G-3B with its increased payload ran easily
accommodate the XM-1 zmachlme gur. kit without exceeding the allowable
horsepower or weight limitations.
(2) Utilization of the full ptylcad capiacity cf the 47'--3B
configuration requires distributicjn of the ic:ad near the center of grtxwity.
This can best '--e accomplished by irstallatizn of external armament kits
or by use of an external sling t:. transport h:_gh-pricritv supplies or light
equipment. It is considered that the ability to t:'ansport external .i'-ng
loads allows full utilization of the increase d payload c-a-pability of the
47G-3B and enhzrnces the tactical sutb.ycf
the helicepter.
c. Remanufacture of the Army H-13H Helicopter to a mlt~
version of the 47G-3B is feasi__lo and wot~d be relatively simr-le to
accomplish. Primary rvsdificaticns to the airframe would be extension
of the centitr frame and installation -%.f
!ong--r rotor blades. Since the
power pl.ants of the H-13H and 47G-3B HelH-.-pters are basically the
same, conversion of the VO-435 enirne to the TVO-435 can be acco-mplished easily and economically at engine ove-zhaul. It should be ncted
that any remanufact-ure program must incli-de both engine and airframe
modification since installation of the supercharged engine is required
to provide the increased power for better performance, and the larger
rotor is required to take full advantage of the additional power available.
The longer rotor blades also improve the autorotatiornal characteristics
of the modified helicopter at the higher gross weights and altitudes at
wb-ch it will be able tc fly.
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d. Paragraph 3a(5) above lists minor modifications which have
been incorporated in the 47G-3B. Foliowing are comments as to the
desirability of incorporation of these features in future procurement of,
or remanufacture to, a military versicn of the 47G-3BL
COMMENT

ITEM
(1) Centrifugally-actuated
dynamic flap-restrainers.

This is a highly desirable product
improvement and safety feature
that should be incorporated cn
futu-re procurement or remanufacture.

(2) Modification of transmission to improve lubrication,

This is a highly desirable product
improvement that should be incorporated cn future procurement or
remanufacture. Bell Heliccpter
Ccmany advises that this modificaticn can be easily incorporated at
tzansmission overhaul.

(3) Modification of antitorque
pitch-change links and pitch
change horns,

Mod.fication is required with the
supercharged engine in order to
provide adequate control at high
altitude. This modificaticn should
1e included on any future prccurement or remanufacture.

(4) Straight landing gear tube
in lieu of curved tube.

Change is not desirable. it is understocd that an undesirable weight
penalty of approximately 25 pounds
results from this change.

(5) Variable, spring-loaded
pressure plate for cyclic
control.

Modification improves suitability
by permitting "hands off" flight
and should be incorporated on any
future procurement or remanufacture.
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Project No. AVN Z461.
9 'High
of the Bell 47G-33 Helicopt.r:'

Altitude Evaluation

ITEM

COMMENT

(6'* Electric fuel boost pump
and Hight.

Item is required for sup-ercharged
enginz ' a meet I A., standards.

17

Tinted plexiglass and

sliding wridrws.

This -_s a desirable change pre-11'31y

racommended by the Board.

These items should be included on
future procurement but not required
on -,manafacture unless the bubble
.. n.d door: plexiglass require re;p._.ement.
(8)

Two electri-c fans.

'11hese arse nice -to -have it-ms but
are not required.

a. Paragraph 3b above lis:s a~ddit_3zal equipm1ent pr~aviried with
the test helicopter. Following are 'r:riniernt with r-eepect to the~e items:
COMMENT

ITEM
(1)

Th, desi*ralbility of a cargo sling
kit .3 discussed in pa~ragraph 5b
above.

Cargo sli-ng kit.

This -'s a3highly desirable item with
the lange-r rotor blades for "shut
down" tinder gusty conditions. Howo-,rer, pro-ided the centrifugallyactuated dynamic flap-restrainers
-a m
-nsta~led, the rotor brake is
not required.

(2) Rotor brake.

(3)

External litters.

Curr ent H- 13H's can already accept
exte_-nai litters if desired.
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'CONCLUSIONS.

a. The Bel'. 47G-3B Heiic;Fpter is superior to the H-13()
heliccptr for perfcrmance of tactical mis-sions because of its increased
payload and its alrlitv to cperite at groEss weight at high density altitudes.
b. Product imprcv-.ment .:L he H-13H '--y remanufacture to a
m-Ilitary vesvq-cn -)f the 47CG-3B is feazsible and would make the H-13( )
m,-re suitable for Army u.-e, p
c
Ayfor opexation in areas of high
eiev.ati-m and high deris~tv i~'.e
and in an armament role.
c.
a ilitar

The ad~iticmn cf a ;argo sl'lng wculd increase the capability of
veson cf the 47G-3b.

d. The 470-3B c
!.atonperm-its
installation and utilization
of existing ar--namerit ',XM- L Klt , wthout exceeding allcowable weight or
horsepower limits.
7.

RE COMMENDA TTONS.

It!.s reccmrnended that:

a. Future pr:ocurem-ent of cbse.-vation.-type helicopters, prior
tc availability of the Light Observaticn Helicopter (LOH), be a military
versio)n orf the Bell 47G-3B c'orfigurat-on.
b.

Any remanufacturp.of H-13( j helicopters provide for
o: the 47G-3B.

CCflVCT5S..on to the miita-Y vers,.or

c. The shortcomings listed in this repo-rt be corrected prior
to procurern'vt -n'a military version of the 47G-3B helicopter as a
Standard Army heiotr
8.
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